
my eye 

M y eye, turning toward the imaginary, will go 
to any wave-Iengths for its sights. I'm writing of cognizance, 
mind's eye awareness of all addressing vibrations. What rays 
pass through this retina still unretained by mind? How long has 
sight's center continued pupil to other men's imaginings? This 
sensitive instrument must respond to all the gods who will deign 
to play upon it. Now as with the other four receptacles it too 
much fears The Devil, postulates "sights" as the end of its vi 
bratory travels, remains bottled against any sinking, sticks to the 
surface to avoid ballooning into unfamiliar waves of unknown 
spaces, humanly preferring the certain breakers which will even 
tually shore it, scattering fragments, reflective surfaces and mag 
nifiers of word here, and a moving picture there, of what was 
once an intemal continuing composition. For the one sea, once 
seen, becomes a wavering weary-summation, dulls, palls recep 
tivity to the distant surf hush, known Siren only when beyond 
all but a smashed salvation. Even the inside-out decomposes be 
lief in the message heavenly destined for the sole comprehen 
sion of God-The-Beachcomber. Still, within these limitations, 
my eye begins a movement toward realms less imagined than the 
sands of heaven, risks more than ordinary flight, plots land es 
caping to a sub-terrain, 

It all begins with the art, the necessity to create-for what? 
-that explanation changing time to Time, the young man 
dreaming of deification, not seeing himself as mere star-im 
mortality rather casting his whole name in astral lights, spelled 
correctly for all time-beginning this pursuit patterned after 
others, in essentially non-religious era "The Lives of the Artists" 
becoming initiates' Bible, all ending as youth loses sense of 
growth for ever, scents his decay, and comes to know, for all the 
remembering of him, he will die. In that instant he either falls 
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spiritually on the spot or begins to bend at the knees. In anger at 
his uneternalness, that he'll never see his biography unless his 
autos it himself, the aesthete begins cocooning toward his in 
nards by demanding immediate return, release in creation, self 
knowledge, etc. When each expression refuses echo and he 
discovers art unmirrors, this budding Narcissus either builds a 
boat, sits banked waiting for his reflection, or plunges in. From 
here on out all endeavor depends on depth, and all reasoning 
only confuses each issue. He exhausts excuses until each art 
work seems more sneeze than Statement. His entire being be 
coming instrument for the expression of incomprehensible 
forces, he finds these, not his, expressions mold him after the 
fashion they will any attenuated audience. Being the medium, 
however, he's more familiar with the material than most, inher 
its worlds of words if poet, sounds if composer, etc., these gifts, 
given only when unasked after, exclude from the early epileptic 
"fall-out," the floater, and the reflective one. Yet all fall, the artist 
"in" and only surviving thru a formal resistance granting the 
illusion of bottomless descent. 

My eye, then, inspiralling, frictioning style-wise, being in 
strument for strilcing spar/es, is bequeathed visions et every illu 
mination it's struck to create ... Similar vistas being availabie to 
any viewer willing to release his eye for comparable movement. 
My eye so lost in space that fall feels ascensional, so style 
beguiled as to know no "reality," sea running down-up hill, 
willy-nilly, waves not known by their phosphorescence but thru 
aesthetic reflection only ... similar illuminations possible for any 
viewer capable of understanding his very vision as a meta 
phoric creation either directly inspired by nature or watered 
down by the cliche sights of others. 

My eye then, sky-wards, relaxed, all cloudless, mind as non 
reflective as possible, (where will I find the words to describe it), 
my wakeful awareness ... non-blue, near gold of it, God in it, 
flakes of God-gold of it falling as if down from it into my eyes. 
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In non-chicken-littleness, my eye opening out to it, now hedging 
wording it, mind's eye narrowing down to it, destroying it. 
Imagine the headline: THE SKY ISN'T BLUE, discovered by 
-on-while-etc. Impossibility of all of it. I sky-hypnotized, 
my eye involved without view, seeing thru the so-called color of 
it, discovering light, now sighting it down to "flakes," "God 
gold," "falling," "down." Metaphors-feathers, snow, reign, all 
golden. My best descriptive is still the negative-"non-blue." 
Best sense of it-" discovering light." Best sentence-"Impossi 
bility of all of it." Still there's some possible, even historical, 
precedence for it, i.e., human, world-making, "reality" to it. 
There are some cultures whose extensive scribblings never refer 
to the sky as blue, some who refer rather purely in terms of 
light. Look it up, if you will; or, better, look up to it, see for 
yourself. (In its deepest sense that would mean, forget all I've 
written here.) Additional note for parents or teachers: Please 
don't force your militantly Prussian or goblin Cobalt or any kind 
of crayon bluing into the drawings of yellow sky happy chil 
dren, respect those young ones who use any and all of the wax 
spectrum, and marvel at those who remain still representa 
tionally dissatisfied. 

Closing these eyelids, shutting Pandora's trap for awhile, be 
lieving even in the reality of it, thwarting thought awhile, travel 
ing thru the blue sub-terrain?-marine?-what? seeming tunnels 
of it, (utterly unable to photograph any of it), purposeless in 
my wanderings around, seeming to be spiraling at times, time 
lessly, encountering shapes (indescribable), passing thru them, 
or were they passing thru me? or was a corner somewhere 
turned? into an unrepresented dimension, sometime, in this 
non-time, even the human drama projecting into these spaces, as 
if here too there were curtains to rise and fall, entrances, exits, 
and feeling of interrelation, some of these as-if shapes as if to 
be avoided, some of these imaginary colors unimaginable, alien 
even to this alien land-sea-what scape. I remember a once-upon- 
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a-time shut-eye (but not sleep) adventure when I absolutely 
knew a certain very convex-or-concave hypothetically approach 
ing, with marine-like motion, shape must not overcome me, i.e., 
envelope the entire field of eyelid vision, and my finally opening 
my eyes in an almost sexual sweat, wondering for hours how the 
drama had continued without me, whether eye-opening had ex 
cluded me, etc. There is a definite intent to manipulate these, 
mind's eye?, pattems and without hand in it or bodily weight, 
freedom from the physical world?, to influence this intemal?, 
destiny as one humanly imagines any control, among infinite 
possibilities?, and a definite retention of imagistic, extemal?, 
superimpositions once eye's opened to the feeling of having 
cheated, having broken some original law?, in the act of open 
ing eye. Thus the desire to rationalize the eyelid into a simple 
projection screen of one's own thought-provoked but rather ir 
responsible doodles ... a thought having nothing to do with these 
sensory experiences other than the mind manipulating to es 
cape them,-the realization ofthem, the eye open escape, being 
too difficult without physical paraphemalia (lacking camera, 
etc.)-the illusion of complete avoidance, unconsciousness, 
sleep, etc., preferable to the brain. Yet that instrument, in some 
perverse moment, grants retention of the retinal eye's adventure 
and this inadequate description of the experience, perhaps the 
first civilized tauch upon this optical territory, the first move 
meant to eventually colonize. Otherwise that chaos too would 
have tobe humanly avoided. After all, the mind minds. The only 
way to know these visions as a world not just thought up is to 
experience them as a world to be thought about which will even 
tually make of them a round world thought füll, description, 
which is to know them only as a world thought down, narrowed, 
in the process of the brain's etemal creation or dead recreation, 
as you will. Here is a realm waiting better than Columbuses to 
discover it, demanding greater flights than rockets, existing in its 
own right. My wife, thru the needling eye of extreme concentra- 
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tion, has been able to retain the fabric of shut eye pattems with 
her lids wide open and thread her sight thru both sensory 
worlds at once, moving toward the sense of their interrelated 
ness. I am not seamstress enough for the experience yet, lacking 
patience, wanting to force, tear even veils without recognizable 
substance, either raping or retreating in a sexual sweat. My wife 
waits, receives, inspires my vision, as always, yet receives her 
source of inspiration in my art-seen as a closed widening 
circle only superficially, as widening ripple O's on the surface of 
water not perceived depth-wise-the art, each work, as past 
cast-a completely other world-in a space of its own-known 
because given thru human motivation-the impetus of its 
space-time existence-incomparably inspirational-disturbing 
air-H20-soil-all world otherwise known-according to depth of 
perception-dependent on where and how far the eye will fol 
low. All the above and all below, available to all. 

My eye, again, outwards (without words) dealing with these 
"indescribable," "imaginary" vibrations, producing the catego 
rized colors, best known negatively, this sensibility dealing with 
this phenomenon, an irresponsible gamble thwarting the 
trained response link between retina and brain, breaking the as 
sociational chain, this mind-eye partnership playing the game 
with an unmarked deck, as in the beginning, giving eye's mind a 
chance for a change, yet a deck all the same, only ship-shape for 
exploration, not a-bottled-trophy. (Drawing a string oflanguage 
grown as impossibly rigid as contemporary bridge cards in com 
parison to their Tarot ancestors, I deck my prose with whatever 
puns come my way, aiming at deliberate ambiguity, hoping 
thereby to create a disbelief in the rigidity of any linguistic 
statement, knowing only poetry immortal enough to escape the 
rigorous belief in any one word-world as a sense-killing final 
ity.) My eye, again, then, beginning its non-color, life-giving, 
continually created coursing, follows rainbows, no thought of a 
pot of gold allowed the mind, pursuing light, seeking to stare 
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straight into the sun, yet humbly shunning no reflections, 
searching even electrical filaments, all fires. A bent black tube, 
toy spectroscope, broke up a light beam to shelve the colors in 
very neat rows for formal introduction, as lacking-daisical and 
hypocritical as histories on tombstones; still I began to differen 
tiate in the shuffling of shelves, spectrum change, from light 
source to light source, came to know at least each mask, sun's 
mask, neon's mask, etc. Then began the identification of light 
source through the guise of reflection, sun's rays grass cos 
tumed, house bulb by way of rug, etc. Finally came the discov 
ery of what costume added to the light source character, the 
subtlety of the shelving in the merging of "color" spanch to 
"other-color" spanch within the bent tubing, and cognizance of 
the vibrations between and within those, once thought of as 
dominant "color" solids, in discovering the moon's transforrna 
tion of sun's rays, the "brown" varnished fumiture's enchant 
ment of fire source light, etc. The spectroscope itself then 
shelved, except for occasional reference in the contemporary 
game of also-being-somewhat-scientific which I am fortunately 
only childishly prey to, and the eye's flight discovery of its inter 
nal ability to produce prismatic sensations directly, without ex 
traneous instruments. The original influence on this added 
venture was the prism, quickly discarded in the game and re 
placed by squint, allowance for the eyelashes to diffract the illu 
mination prismatically. Finally, eyes wide open, the ray-like 
structure of the path of light, obviously still too influenced by 
Western sense of perspective, finding one vanishing point 
among bulb's filaments or at sun's center and radiating horizon 
tally to the four comers of rwin-trained eyes, and vertically to 
shatter among the lashes, contains within its web indescribable 
rainbows, still too influenced by the spectroscope and the prism, 
being imitative of each in arrangement of colors-"red-yellow 
green-blue-purple"-yet exhibiting color oddities when the eye 
has been uninfluenced by scopism for a period of time. Under 
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extreme non-concentration, fixed by effortless fascination, akin 
to self-hypnosis, my eye is able to retain for cognizance even 
those utterly unbanded rainbows reflecting off the darkest of 
objects, so transitory as to be completely unstructionable, yet 
retaining some semblance in arrangement to the source of illu 
mination, bearing incredible resemblances to eyelid vision, 
pattering their tonal dance to the harmonics of all closed vi 
sion, yet differing in just that spectroscope arrangement. I am 
stating my given ability, prize of all above pursuing, to trans 
form the light sculptured shapes of an almost dark-blackened 
room to the rainbow hued patterns of light without any seien 
tific paraphernalia. I am even enabled to impose arbitrary selec 
tion upon this newly discovered sense ability, to choose one 
color toning, eye only filtering out all others, and perceive all 
light, either source or reflection, according to inclination ... this 
cast of eye-dye finding its parallel in everyday ordinary vision 
due to lack of perception rather than selectivity - i.e., the see 
ing of a snow scene at twilight as essentially black and white or 
black and blue-white to the exclusion of all other coloration. I 
am finding now that all my seemingly speculative color pursuits 
have had precedence in my filrnic statements, subconscious invi 
tations which unfortunately needed the conscious approval, my 
low level taking more cognizance of the gadget, the science toy, 
than of my own aesthetic visionary encouragement. As eyes 
become freed of their introductory influences, they become in 
creasingly subject to the inspiration of the art. Many will see 
this only as intro-spectrum. I say all is. 

Within the immediately distinguishable-the "known" un 
seen. Without confusion-the vision fissures and dead. A way 
out-disconnection of tele-antenna for incoming calls. A way 
out of the distinct-out of focus ... of soft focus ... for the seen 
unknown-taken in, as an intake easy as breath, yet not 
absorbed ... eye needing sense of irritation for its aliveness as 
weil as any-living-thing else. In visual indistinction as other than 
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ordinary outline emerges-to be effortlessly received. Without 
deliberation, an aura of sensual annoyance establishes itself. To 
round out all-this is the boundary of new visual phenomenon 
requiring alive perceptability. Forms merge, as the fingertips 
closing to touch, closely viewed, reach a blur of their color, 
changing their contour, visually merging with each other before 
physical contact; as all unattended forms in an emergency form 
forrnlessness, a something more or less than background; as all 
before faint. Within this aura of non-shape, shapes reshape, and 
as long as the eye breathes them naturally, sponse and response 
equally unconscious, they continue their transforrnatory dance 
until one is involved purely with the innards of what one once 
knew only as outline. Once cartoon sight has been utterly re 
moved, the intemal movement of each once-object subjectively 
reveals itself-an effervescence, an as-if bubbling up-out for 
viewability of spaceless timeless entities. Once my wife, reading 
Lady Murasaki's Tales of Genji aloud to me, began such a trans 
forrnation while my attention was fixed to transcribing 20th 
century Western prose into ancient Japanese imagery, my eyes 
being freed and abstractly receiving the reader, at first almost lip 
reading to take it all in, and then liberated thru extreme mental 
reconstructioning of word-sound to picture, all sight without 
thought, in indifference to differentiation, loosing visual solid 
ity to an imagistic melt and then to something which should 
have been indescribable. But I received the experience "wisely," 
not being taken enough unawares, forgot Genji and warily 
thought my way thru the experience, calling on mind to supply 
metaphoric explanations, recognizing a continual evolution by 
stages-rather than otherwise having the sense of the adventure, 
being attenuated to the extemal call and allowing only most dis 
tant intemal echo, leaving ego's platform out of it. But because 
I rnissed, used, the experience, I am better enhaloed by what 
had been back-lighting, and the ring of it eventually spread to 
contour what had been the outline of her hair, then suffused the 
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natural brownish color until white, her facial changes keeping 
pace with this aging process until every shadowed area had 
cracked across her features into wavering wrinkles eventually 
isolating the paler manifestations to the impermanent shape of 
a skull. Fear constricted me to glances then, and each sharpen 
ing of vision forced the imagery back to what I' d recognize as 
"normal." Y et reassured by my sense-destructive abilities, and 
all curiousity aroused, I stopped short of normalcy, with my 
wife's still-white hair now streaming down beyond any brown 
length of it, pooling at her feet, and enclosing what was once 
her form entirely, I allowed the process to undevelop again, 
"undevelop" occurring to the mind as it remembers the second, 
lesser, evolution more negatively than the original, hair being 
almost the reverse of its ordinary manifestation and shadows 
this time shaping a skull while whitened areas palled to a variety 
of unrecognizable, yet continually akin to my wife's, features. 
As features became unbelievably aged, they constricted into a 
more believable infant aspect, hair aura suffusing throughout 
the room. My mental insistence on the drama gave me the sense 
that dead and unborn relatives were presenting themselves thru 
the living organism, my wife suddenly a spaceless entity con 
taining a timeless evolution. This thought, a devastating limita 
tion upon happenstance, constricted all reception and stopped 
the process dead. Later times my wife and I have both sought to 
artifi.cially recreate the experience for study. Restricted as we 
were to other considerations, "times," "art," "study," etc., we 
could adventure no further than to surround each other with a 
promissory aura which never developed internally. Undevelop 
ment is what's needed, from positive, thru negative to some un 
exposed original. Those non-times when the happening 
imposed itself successfully upon us are indescribable and alto 
gether too personally sacred for even a literary attempt, my true 
expression being the visual medium of film. Only one of these 
later occurrences was unsuccessful enough to bear transcrip- 
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tion. In anger, coupled with a frustration at my inability to even 
attempt to communicate with my wife, I saw her head reshape 
itself through the emergence of animal forces, most particu 
larly and recurrently the head of a dog, an animal she has always 
felt related to. My wife describes this same scene, her seeing of 
me in that silence and thru her limiting anger, as if seen thru 
heat waves which distorted my form in terms of size more than 
change of shape, my becoming larger than ordinarily perceived, 
my concentrated visage, or rather something simply referred to 
as "you," filling my wife's field of vision, then diminishing to a 
size more normal yet presenting an aspect abnormally wavering 
as if inbounded and again able to assume giant proportions. 
Technical description: "I was watching a movie photographed 
thru a zoom lens and rippled glass." This episode ended when 
the source of illumination, a bulb, blew out, leaving us both 
with an unmistakable electrical bumt scent in the air. 

There is then an akin-to-the-soft-focus-vision accomplished 
thru exactly opposite procedures, relative to hyper-focal clarity, 
and dependent on spatial indefiniteness. Self-hypnosis here is 
approxirnated thru a fixity, rather than laxity, of gaze. Willful 
attention, forced beyond the natural capacity for mental absorp 
tion, produces a willy-nilliness less memory-dominated than 
when one is unegoed. Here one seems more practitioner than 
patient, and patience is not as necessary. One feels less hypnotic 
and more as if hypnotiser of the object, "objectivity" a descrip 
tive of this process. All optic nerves must remain strained, be 
yond any ordinary attentive sighting, until they are as truly, tho 
oppositely, involved with "the linear" as one is when focally ne 
gating alignment. The nerve ends must be as if drawn out to see 
all objects as if penciled. They must become identified with 
"the line" beyond any delineation. "Space" is what must cease 
to exist. The rationality which will be activated by these proce 
dures must be turned to the destruction of all two- or three 
dimensional logic. One may, for instance, feed the mind with the 
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fact that in contemporary mathematics many problems are 
"solved" by allowing the problematical existence of many more 
dimensions than the realist, essentially Western Renaissance, 
three. Or one may simply allow the brain to wander among the 
multiple vanishing points and horizon lines of many Renais 
sance masterpieces and exhaust mental restrictions within those 
labyrinthian expressions. One cannot here diminish-vert-or 
stract the intellect but must maintain a sense originating argu 
ment with all its restrictive manifestations. Thus concentrated 
once upon my wife's arm, elbow to hand, my eyes drew every 
possible line out of it until all seemed strands separated as if in 
a dissection of its light and shadow surface. Then a semi-refor 
mation produced multiple arms, moving independently in this 
re-defined space, superimposing over each other, all differently 
drawn. The shaded area of the knuckles, the inbetween finger 
cast shadows, the very hair of the arm and the crackling black 
ened wrinkles produced a number of finely-drawn caricatures 
afloat without apparent interdependence. Eventually it became 
impossible for me to discern the originating image. At this point 
my mind, seeking to re-define "reality," wondered if my own 
hand so split-up would have a complementary image of itself 
for reaching out to touch or otherwise sense, to grasp or other 
wise move in interrelationship, with each of my wife's imagistic 
offspring; and it then postulated an attempt to connect parent 
hands to this intent. The instant the singular image of my blun 
dering fingers began to pry into this multiple exposure-the 
vision vanished, all lines snaking to their source. As in all previ 
ous examples of supernatural vision, my wife and I have both 
experienced a number of more successful eye adventures in this 
respect which are completely beyond any linguistic expression 
whatsoever. 

If one were to turn an adventuring eye to literary correspon 
dence, facsimilating visual adventure with similarly adventuring 
literature, transforming optic abstract impressions into non-rep- 
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resentational language, enchanting non-sights into non-words, 
one could write only sound poems, the audio manifestation of 
letters not being restricted to a pre-determined logic and rather 
communicating on an emotional level only distantly related to 
all known word origins of any written sound. Withing that dis 
tant relationship is the embryonic form of a purely onomato 
poeic art. Tue visual parallel of this art is being created by men 
already termed "abstract expressionist," who are fashioning the 
symbol-cuneiform-hieroglyphic-letters for future cornmunica 
tion. The moving picture enables the development of continuity 
and therefore an evolution upon language as we contemporarily 
know it. All contained within this book has died in the womb. 
I abort it to save the living organism, its origins .. .itself a 
specimen ... at least a museum piece ... of value only to the ana 
tomical eye. 


